The most feature-rich point-of-sale software application designed specifically for independent grocery retailers

NCR Advanced Checkout Solution (ACS) provides maximum customer throughput, with the highest productivity level for all store associates, lowest operational costs, and extensible promotional pricing capability, allowing you to differentiate your stores from all competitors and provide a pleasant, yet exciting, shopping experience.

- **Provides maximum checkout speed**
  The NCR Advanced Checkout Solution intuitive interface allows cashiers to operate according to the way they think. The result is reduced training and calls for assistance, increased cashier confidence and productivity.

  The NCR ACS web-enabled Customer Information Display allows your customers to easily view their transaction information, including scrolling receipt, running total and tax, and scale weight, reducing checkout interruptions.

  Remote authorization allows store managers to approve checkout exceptions from anywhere in the store via a wireless handheld device. The manager saves time, and more importantly, the customer spends less time at the checkout.

- **Enhances your ability to retain customers**
  The NCR ACS Consumer Marketing (CM) module can be used to implement powerful promotional pricing programs with or without a shopper loyalty card. CM can help you implement customized loyalty programs to attract and retain your best customers. It offers a powerful, flexible set of promotional wizards to configure condition and reward combinations. Your customer promotions are limited only by your imagination.

  The NCR ACS Customer Maintenance module supports in-house charge and check management programs, allowing you to differentiate yourself from competitors.

Want to take customer service to a whole new level?

For more information, visit www.ncr.com, or email retail@ncr.com.
Key Features

- Fully featured point-of-sale application
- Intuitive, human factors engineering-designed cashier, consumer and back-office interfaces
- Robust pricing, promotion and loyalty application
- Mobile retail manager application suite
- Supports GS1 DataBar™ barcode scanning
- Supports WIC EBT, Flexible Spending Account (FSA) debit cards and signature capture
- Supports Visa U.S.A. Payment Application Best Practices
- Built using industry standards for improved data access, new feature development, and integration to other subsystems and applications, such as fuel, pharmacy and cash management
- Easy to install, configure, operate and support

Why NCR?

With over 120 years of retail experience, NCR is a leading global provider of assisted- and self-service solutions. We help our clients around the world improve their customer interactions, implement change quickly and proactively, and transform their businesses to become leaders and change agents. We can help you, too.